Migration Plugin - Issue #7851
don't generate sqlite db files for yum metadata if pulp2 exporter didn't use generate them
11/18/2020 04:24 PM - jsherril@redhat.com

Status:

CLOSED - CURRENTRELEASE

Start date:

Priority:

High

Due date:

Assignee:

dalley

Estimated time:

0:00 hour

Sprint Candidate:

No

Platform Release:

Tags:

Katello

OS:

Sprint:

Sprint 88

Category:
Sprint/Milestone:

0.7.0

Severity:

2. Medium

Triaged:

No

Groomed:

No

Quarter:

Description
sqlite files are slow to generate and at migration time they are being created even if they weren't generated for the source repository.
Related issues:
Related to Migration Plugin - Issue #7842: 'table db_info already exists' on ...

CLOSED - DUPLICATE

Associated revisions
Revision 6665089c - 01/21/2021 08:59 PM - dalley
Don't generate sqlite metadata unless Pulp 2 config says so
pulp_rpm provides a toggle for generating sqlite metadata, defaulting to off, added in #7852. If the Pulp 2 config does specify generation of sqlite
metadata, then we need to re-enable it.
closes: #7851 https://pulp.plan.io/issues/7851
Revision 6665089c - 01/21/2021 08:59 PM - dalley
Don't generate sqlite metadata unless Pulp 2 config says so
pulp_rpm provides a toggle for generating sqlite metadata, defaulting to off, added in #7852. If the Pulp 2 config does specify generation of sqlite
metadata, then we need to re-enable it.
closes: #7851 https://pulp.plan.io/issues/7851
Revision 6665089c - 01/21/2021 08:59 PM - dalley
Don't generate sqlite metadata unless Pulp 2 config says so
pulp_rpm provides a toggle for generating sqlite metadata, defaulting to off, added in #7852. If the Pulp 2 config does specify generation of sqlite
metadata, then we need to re-enable it.
closes: #7851 https://pulp.plan.io/issues/7851

History
#1 - 11/19/2020 06:53 PM - dalley
- Related to Issue #7842: 'table db_info already exists' on consecutive migrations added
#2 - 12/14/2020 11:48 PM - dalley
- Status changed from NEW to ASSIGNED
- Assignee set to dalley
#3 - 12/15/2020 05:25 PM - ipanova@redhat.com
- Sprint set to Sprint 87
#4 - 12/18/2020 07:35 PM - rchan
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- Sprint changed from Sprint 87 to Sprint 88
#5 - 01/19/2021 07:47 PM - dalley
- Priority changed from Normal to High
#6 - 01/19/2021 08:16 PM - ttereshc
- Sprint/Milestone set to 0.9.0
#7 - 01/19/2021 10:42 PM - dalley
- Status changed from ASSIGNED to POST
https://github.com/pulp/pulp-2to3-migration/pull/294/
#8 - 01/21/2021 08:59 PM - dalley
- Status changed from POST to MODIFIED
Applied in changeset pulp:pulp-2to3-migration|6665089c27351eb7126cb1cfdb52db9388902e92.
#9 - 01/22/2021 09:20 PM - ttereshc
- Sprint/Milestone changed from 0.9.0 to 0.7.0
#10 - 02/04/2021 12:39 PM - pulpbot
- Status changed from MODIFIED to CLOSED - CURRENTRELEASE
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